principal parts—what they are called

1. Built-in Stitch Chart is easy to read, allows for quick selection of a variety of stitches. It can be left open while you sew.

2. Fashion® Disc Holder holds any one of the 15 pattern discs that come with your machine.

3. Needle Position Selector allows for placement of the needle in either left, center, or right stitching position. Has a special (▼) setting for two-step buttonholing.


5. Pressure Regulating Dial has three settings: an all-purpose sewing setting plus settings for extra-heavy pressure and darning.

6. Threading Chart on swing-open face plate is convenient, easy to read. Shows you how to thread machine and insert needle.

7. Thread Cutter built into presser bar is designed for safety and convenience.

8. Needle Clamp holds single and twin needles. It is designed to make needles self-setting and eliminate the possibility of incorrect insertion.


10. Feed Dog moves fabric under presser foot. Smooth surface does not injure fabric, even the most delicate.

11. Throat Plate is easily placed in any of three sewing positions: REGULAR, FINE, DARN; and UNLOCK position for easy lift-out removal.

12. Transparent Bobbin shows thread supply. Two halves can be unscrewed to remove unwanted thread.

13. Bobbin Latch flips up at a touch of your finger.

14. Bobbin Push Button allows you to switch from sewing to bobbin winding without removing bobbin.

15. Slide Plate opens easily, lets you see bobbin. Releases bobbin push button from winding to sewing position when closed.


18. Throat Plate Position Lever locks and unlocks throat plate, and regulates height for sewing.

19. Buttonhole Dial with two simple settings controls steps in sewing round-end buttonholes. Dial must be in OFF position when not in use.

20. Stitch Length Selector allows for variety of stitch lengths including FINE for zig-zag satin stitching; has special (►) setting for two-step buttonholing.

21. Buttonhole Lever locks into stitch length selection system to control stitch length and stitching direction when you sew two-step buttonholes. Lever must be in OFF position when not in use.

22. Stitch Width Selector allows for variety of zig-zag stitch widths, as well as positioning needle for bobbin winding and straight stitching.

23. Hand Wheel manually positions needle. Always turn it toward you.

24. Power and Light Switch turns on machine and light simultaneously.

25. Friction-Free Spool Holder with horizontal pin holds spools of various sizes; holders let thread unwind without tug or drag. The spool does not turn.

26. Electrical Connections and Speed Controller are specially designed for your convenience and safety.